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• No longer regulating the
number

• Focus on other aspects of
development

• Dense, compact development
is safer and more
accommodating for walking,
biking and transit

• Reduced paved surfaces
provide numerous
environmental benefits

• Provides choice for parking
provider

Responsive Parking Site Design Standards

• Adding site design and layout
standards

• Focused on health, safety,
and welfare elements of
parking lot design

• Based on national standards
and best practices, adapted
to our local culture

• Promotes safety of all users

Regulation Review – What is
this ZOTA seeking to achieve?



• Setting a new standard
for parking that will
create gradual change
over time

• Regulations that are
designed for people
instead of vehicles

• Responsive regulations
that provide balance,
enhance the city, and
enable opportunities
for everyone.

Regulations to set a new standard



What have we been doing?



• Expert panelists from across
U.S. representing planners,
developers, policy-makers, and
elected officials

• Key topics discussed:

• Opportunities created
through the elimination of
parking minimums

• High costs associated with
overabundant parking

• Creation of sprawl through
traditional parking
regulations

• Impact of parking on housing
affordability, density, and
walkability

Mornings with Planning focuses on
Parking Reform w/ National Panel



Responsive Parking
Stakeholder Campaign



• Call to community members to
submit data on publicly accessible
lots in Lexington

• Users can pin parking lots on a map
and view other submissions

• Option to evaluate lot as
overcrowded, underutilized, or
other

• Comments optional, but encouraged

• Will be used to help illustrate our
community’s need for flexible yet
focused reform

Lexington Community
Parking Map

Imaginelexington.com/rethink-parking



• Interactive exhibit to guide interested members of the
public through the foundation, motivation, and
framework of the “Rethink Parking” proposal

• Survey was included to collect more information about
the public’s values, experiences, and preferences when it
comes to parking in Lexington

Let’s Rethink Parking in
Lexington Story Map & Survey

https://arcg.is/1vWD8r2



• Group of community members with differing viewpoints
on parking brought together to look at the proposed
ZOTA

• Met for 3 meetings

May 4 Introduction to the Project
May 11 Breakout Groups

(Neighborhood Interest / Development Related)
May 25 Recap and Recommendations

Rethink Parking
Focus Group



Rethink Parking
Focus Group
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Neighborhood Interest Developer Focused



• Commission for People
with Disabilities

• Traffic engineering

• Environmental quality

• LexPark

• Public Safety

LFUCG Related Stakeholders



What have we heard?



Lexington Community Parking Map

Concerns about overcrowded lots
in popular destinations

“I hesitate to go to this distillery district after about 5pm because of concerns
about not being able to find a parking space.”



Lexington Community Parking Map

Concerns about overcrowded lots
in popular destinations

“I enjoy these Jefferson street restaurants but the parking is difficult.”



Lexington Community Parking Map

Demand for innovative features to
support new technology

“We should have a fast EV charger in a parking lot somewhere just off the
circle on the South side to attract the tourism of the future.”



Lexington Community Parking Map

Difficult navigation for both
motorists and pedestrians
“We primarily use the
Kroger on W Lowry
Lane. That parking lot is
pretty overcrowded
though. It's hard to get
in and out of. We
typically work the time
of our grocery shopping
around being able to get
in and out of here. We
either order delivery or
go before 7 AM.”

“Difficult to navigate and
access. No pedestrian
zones. No shade.”



Lexington Community Parking Map

Parking issues unique
to certain businesses
“Drive thru line space is extremely too
small. Line is always out into the side
street, into the Hobby Lobby parking lot
or backed up on to Sir Barton Way. They
should remove the parking spaces and
make a two lane drive through. Same
comment for Hamburg's Chick-fil-A.”

“Drive thru line often overflowing into
the side streets. If they could replace their
parking spots with additional lanes that
would help. This is the Chick-fil-A.”



Lexington Community Parking Map

Need for improved enforcement
of parking/curbside management

“UPS truck parked in the bike lane.”
“Vehicle parked in the bike lane.”



Lexington Community Parking Map

Lack of safe access for those
entering and exiting parking lots

“We love bourbon n Toulouse and the Starbucks on High/Ashland but
typically order BnT for delivery or takeout because of parking in the lot behind
BnT (where the UPS store is). It's hard to get in and out of.”



Let’s Rethink Parking in Lexington, KY Feedback Survey

Majority – There should be a change
in how we regulate parking.

• Most people understand and believe that there should
be a change in how we regulate parking in Lexington.
• A not overwhelming majority feel developers, property
owners, or business owners are best suited to
determine the number of parking spaces, rather than the
government.

Who is best suited to decide
how many parking spaces are
needed for businesses?

Who is best suited to decide
how many parking spaces are
needed for households?

The Government The business or
owner of the building

The Government The developer or
property owner



Let’s Rethink Parking in Lexington, KY Feedback Survey

High value for shared parking,
improved safety, and walkability

• Shared Parking: Overwhelmingly, people feel parking
should be allowed to be shared across uses.

• Public Safety: There is a strong feeling that the safety of
parking lots should be improved, specifically when it
relates to:

• Entering/exiting parking lots

• Lighting

• Perimeter/interior landscaping

• Walkability: A clear majority of
respondents desire awalkable
neighborhood over abundant
parking. Even more feel that public
streets are acceptable places for
motorists to park.



Let’s Rethink Parking in Lexington, KY Feedback Survey

Highlights from the Comments
Section

“I don’t feel the
government should
allow the wild west,
but it is too restrictive
at this time.”

“Many downtown parking
lots have blind spots for
reentering traffic… While
I want less lots and more
walkability, the visibility
from lots needs to be
considered…”

“I support less parking
and building for people
rather than cars.”

“As a pedestrian who frequents public transportation, I would greatly
appreciate revamping the parking ordinances. If business owners realized
that poorly designed parking is a deterrent to shopping it might help
reshape the development standards. Personally, I avoid shopping in
locations that have expansive lots of pavement. It makes shopping a chore.”

“I would like
Lexington to
become more
dense. More
people will be
walking or using
public transit
and the need for
parking spaces
will diminish.



LFUCG Internal Stakeholders

Operational concerns attached to
parking reform
• Commission for People with Disabilities

• Operational issues around accessible
parking

• Environmental Quality:
• Landscaping and tree survival

• Stormwater mitigation on-site

• Traffic Engineering:
• Better design of on-street parking areas

• Indicating that parking is expected
and encouraged through ROW design

• Proper enforcement of restricted on-
street parking



Rethink Parking Focus Groups

Key Takeaways

What we are seeking to
achieve…

What we heard…

Residential development that is
able to right-size their parking to
the needs of their residents.

Concerns about removing parking
minimums may put undue stress
on already overparked
neighborhoods.

Higher quality landscaping
requirements in parking lots to
counteract carbon emissions,
stormwater management, and heat
island effect

Landscape requirements in the
design standards will add cost and
use up land for developers



Rethink Parking Focus Groups

Key Takeaways

What we are seeking to
achieve…

What we heard…

Parking lot design that creates
clear but separate circulation
routes for vehicles and
pedestrians/cyclists.

Diverging opinions on who should
get prioritized in a parking lot –
the vehicle, the consumer, the
pedestrian, etc.

Parking lots with enhanced
landscaping and lighting
requirements.

Ensure that the landscaping and
lighting make the parking lot safer,
rather than providing places for
people to hide.



What are we doing next?



Complete and share analysis
of survey data.

Coordinate follow-up
discussions with stakeholders.

Next Steps for “Rethink Parking”

(TODAY) June
Work Session –
Public Input
Overview

July Work Session –
How we have
responded
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